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ABSTRACT
As many small business in the United States fail annually, there is additional pressure
to stay creative, and strategy is imperative to success. The purpose of this study is to
model a potential strategy by combining two business models, a brewpub and coffee
roasting house, in the same establishment to determine if sharing fixed costs helps
drive total cost down. Customers are looking for more natural, high quality
ingredients in their coffee and beer, hence the rise in the craft markets. Equipment
costs, labor, ingredient costs, and processing times create high prices for these
products, making it difficult for small business owners to succeed. In the center of
California’s agricultural mecca, the Central Valley, this project explores this
combined business model to determine what factors, including location, capacity, and
cost, play an important role in strategy. The main data sources include analysis of
ingredient location, estimated startup costs, SWOT analysis, census data, and
operation costs. Based on analysis of data, three main conclusions emerged: The
importance of convenient location and size of establishment in keeping fixed costs
low, understanding increasing incremental costs for each unit sold, and a need for
strategy around expansion and continually sourcing fresh ingredients. Potential
implications for analysis of capacity for the establishment and room for expansion
include increasing the rate of success and developing a shared fixed cost model for
similar businesses.
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INTRODUCTION
Foundation
Virtually all restaurants and cafes face the challenge of bringing a maximum
amount of customers in during peak hours to maximize profits. One strategy to
maximize profits includes offsetting fixed costs by increasing variable costs to cover
all potential time period gaps. Consider this scenario: a coffee shop and a brewpub
exist in the same shopping area. The coffee shop opens its doors early in the morning
and stays open for lunch selling delicious morning pastries and afternoon sandwiches
and closing by 2:00 P.M. The brewpub opens its doors around 11:00 A.M., just in
time for lunch, and stays open until 11:00 P.M., catching all the college kids and
sports fans in the area. Each one of those business owners has high profiting sales,
and their fix costs remain the same regardless of their business hours. This project
considers the benefits sharing fix costs by combining both businesses into one
establishment.
Background to the Problem
In order to evaluate sharing fixed costs as a model, this study will focus on
two industries aforementioned in the example, the craft brewing and coffee industries.
As opposite as the two industries may seem, they are both increasingly popular and
are beginning to converge. Many ingredient suppliers are noticing a growing interest
in coffee flavors and extracts in the craft beer markets (Storelli, 2015). While both
industries are profiting from each other, each industry poses its own challenges
1
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within, including costly equipment, ingredients, and startup materials (Gits, 2004;
Kleban & Nickerson, 2011). Coffee house roasting is becoming more and more
popular and coffee houses and breweries are partnering to create the craft front.
With a large failure rate for small businesses, and the complexity of creating
craft products, the need to explore strategy around sharing a business venue is
important to these two industries, and appropriately, this study. According to the
Small Business Association in 2014, approximately 50% of small business startups
fail within five years, and 33% fail within the first two years (U.S. Small Business
Administration, [SBA], 2014). These failures do not seem tied to overall economy
activity. Better understanding of possible business strategies in the small business
realm may help entrepreneurs develop new ways of launching businesses by
combining cost, particularly fixed costs. The results of this study may benefit
entrepreneurs who want to consider opening a business in the craft category along
with mixing products to maximize profits while keeping fixed costs low.
Whether the business is open or closed and whether or not production is
running, fixed costs must be paid. Business hours are usually determined based on
customer interest of the product. Fixed costs for one unit produced may be overall
higher compared to total fixed costs of ten units produced (Makeham & Malcolm,
1986). Therefore, the combination business should see its average fixed costs lower
due to more units sold in the same amount of space. Using this logic, this study will
look at the specifics of interpreting fixed costs and defining what other costs and
factors may play a role in craft entrepreneurship.
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Motivation
The motivation for this investigation of sharing fixed costs stems from
listening to podcasts and reading articles around starting up a microbrewery.
Although the brewing industry can lead to great success, there is a need for creativity
because of a high number of competitors and high capital needs. In order to reduce
total costs over time, the idea of paying fixed costs in an establishment while selling
products like beer and coffee both during the morning and night seemed worthy of
investigation.
Problem Statement and Objectives
Developing a profitable business strategy is complex, but developing it while
combining two separate operation processes requires additional research. The impetus
for this project asks the following business problem: is it feasible to open a brewpub
and roasting coffee house in the same establishment?
Other key questions that are investigated include:


Is Modesto, California a good location for a brewpub/coffee house?



How large should a brewpub and coffee house be in order to be
successful?



How much capital is needed to start a successful brewpub and coffee
house?



How can a small business strategize when combining two separate
products and selling them simultaneously?

4

Contribution
Creating a business plan for a small business startup can quickly become an
information pile of financials, market projections, and other related data. For small
business owners and startup entrepreneurs, hopefully, this study can help provide a
guide to strategize and design a plan to become profitable and determine road blocks
ahead of time. This study is unique in that it uses specifics like location and costs of
specific equipment, to create realistic information that can translate to feasibility.
Research success would be to prove it is feasible to successfully sell two products,
which complement each other but have their own unique industries, in one
establishment.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The information in the literature review includes a detailed examination of the
craft beer industry, craft coffee industry, co-branding in small businesses, analysis of
fixed costs, and a feasibility analysis. The literature review will present an evidencebased analysis for the problem statement with a case to argue and review the
information known about the subject areas (Machi & McEvoy, 2016). Information
from dissertations, journal articles, industry records, publications, and books are
included to help support the business problem statement.
Craft Beer Industry
In the beer brewing industry, the top three breweries produce 88% of the
market share, and the smaller craft breweries produce 22% (Brewers Association,
2016). Craft breweries are defined as small and independent brewing operations with
unique, non-traditional ingredients and small scale production (Kleban & Nickerson,
2011). Although the craft industry is smaller in product share, in the last few decades,
the craft brewing industry has begun to change the way consumers drink beer. New
entrants into the micro brewing market are becoming more and more creative in the
brewing industry—including new ingredients, different types of atmosphere, and
connecting to the local population through events and tastings.
As for 2016, the growth has remained steady with a 12.3% increase (see
Figure 1) in volume share for craft breweries (Brewers Association, 2016).
Microbreweries with high quality beer and sound business models are beginning to
5
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lose out because of heavy competition. According to Bob Weinberg, a statistician of
R.S. Weinberg & Associates in St. Louis, microbrewers below one million barrels
produced per year do not pose any type of threat to the three largest breweries in the
U.S., and the demand for specialty beers is growing so fast, they are impacting each
other (“Craft brews,” 1997). Consumers are drinking differently, and brewers need to
differentiate while creating high-quality beers (Shen, 2015). The brew master at
Dogfish Head Brewery, the nation’s fastest growing microbrewery, notes his key to
success has been practicing economies of scope and educating consumers with the
complexity and sophistication of beer (Calagione, 2011).

Figure 1. 2016 Craft Brewery Statistics. Baker, J. (2017, March 28). Craft brewing
growth statistics for 2016. Craftbeer.com. Retrieved from
https://www.craftbeer.com/editors-picks/craft-brewing-growth-statistics-2016-bareport
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The economic impact of the U.S. alcohol industry continues to grow stronger
as it has historically. In 2014, the U.S. beverage alcohol industry comprised of $475
billion in economy activity and $25 billion of that went directly to state and local
revenues (Distilled Spirits, 2014). While the alcohol industry consists of different
categories including wine, beer, and spirits, the largest growth in the past ten years
has been in the beer industry, particularly craft beer. According to San Diego
Business Journal, California is the largest U.S. state for craft beer production with
$600 million in economic activity and providing 6,200 jobs (Hirsh, 2016). Looking at
the craft beer trend in the last ten years, at some point the industry should begin to
plateau and possibly decrease in the number of microbreweries (below in Figure 2).
The response to this potential downturn is to become creative and find craft beer
drinkers who want unique ingredients.

Figure 2: Graph showing historical trend of breweries from 1873 – 2016 in the
United States. Number of Breweries. (n.d.) Brewers Association for Small and
Independent Craft Brewers. Retrieved from
https://www.brewersassociation.org/statistics/number-of-breweries/
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Some of the most popular, nontraditional ingredients in craft beer are extracts and
essences from coffee. Brewers are applying flavor science and food pairings to
determine how coffee ingredients can combine with beer (Storelli, 2015). One
challenge posed to the brewing industry, particularly the craft brewing segment, is the
highly competitive market and saturated response to demand. In order to offer a range
of products, microbreweries are pairing beer with food such as pastries and sweet
desserts in order to offer customers new flavors (Chow, 2010).
This study focuses on the brewpub, which is a market segment of the industry
incorporating a brewery and restaurant. According to the governing United States
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau, a brewpub is defined as selling 25% or
more of its beer on site. In Figure 3, (Satran, 2014) breaks down the cost of craft beer
in a 6-pack package. The ingredients, he estimates, comprise of about 10% of the
cost, packaging and shipping contributes 19%, and the distributor’s and retailer’s
portion is about 52%. With a brewpub, the idea is to bring the customer in to enjoy
the product there on tap. This cuts out 71% of the below mentioned costs, creating
high margins and availability to sell product quicker with less handling.

9

Figure 3: Percentage of costs of a craft beer. Satran, J. (2014, Sep. 14). Here’s how a
six-pack of craft beer ends up costing $12. Huffington Post. Retrieved at
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/09/12/craft-beer-expensive-cost_n_5670015.html

California
The location of the proposed brewery is relevant because California is known
for starting the craft beer movement in 1965 with Fritz Maytag of Anchor Brewing
Company in San Francisco, California (“History of Craft Beer,” 2017). With several
craft breweries still open today and some of the largest in the United States,
California is still known as the epicenter for craft brewing. In recent years,
Sacramento has begun to accrue more and more hop farms, one of the most
perishable and difficult ingredient in beer making. Many beers are made with dry
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hops or hop pellets, but recently, fresh hops are being distributed on a larger scale to
California craft breweries (Kaufman, 2014). Larger channels of fresh ingredients
allows for fresher and higher quality beer.
Craft Coffee Industry
In the United States, the annual revenue from the coffee business is about $12
billion where the top 20 companies generate 70% of sales or $8.4 billion, similar to
the percentages of the beer industry (Coffee Shop Business, 2016). The market is
competitive only to the top 20 companies, which continue to create innovative
products. Many small coffee shops rely on consumers to have disposable income, and
in order to make profit, they combine innovative menu items to pair with coffee
(Coffee Shop Business, 2016). Many specialty coffee drinkers are popular and
usually contribute to higher profit per sale (cappuccinos, lattes, Macchiato, etc.).
For the craft coffee making industry, the industry rests on a precarious
definition of what a craft coffee drink really is. The Specialty Coffee Association of
America, or SCAA, is a group of coffee professionals defining quality standards and
discussing issues amongst mostly supply chain challenges (“History,” 2009). While
the definition is vague, the SCAA does state that specialty coffee shops derive 55% of
total volume of sale in coffee, coffee beverages, and coffee accessories (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Specialty coffee shops trend. History. (2009). Specialty Coffee Association
of America. Retrieved July 30, 2017, from http://www.scaa.org/?page=history
Consumers continue to question mass-produced food ingredients and often
side with eating craft foods driven by increased health concerns in packaged foods
(Chao, 2017). While sales increase in the craft segments, so does creativity.
According to Forbes magazine, the top three reasons for failure of a small business
are, not being in touch with customers, not differentiating in the market, and failure to
communicate value (Wagner, 2013). Craft products all have the stamp of fresh and
high quality ingredients, but setting them apart is where business strategy can play a
role. Other industries such as cheese and chocolate are joining in with the craft
movement, but ultimately, coffee and beer are paving the craft way.
Combined Business Model
The scope of the brewpub/coffeehouse business model is to be creative by
combining products from the two industries and partnering with the community. The
goals of this project is to combine the positive marketing trends in coffee and beer
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along with the creativity that both industries bring to the craft market. This creativity
includes new products that are a combination of each other. New trends have hit the
market including products like cold brew coffee, which some small cafes are serving
on tap with nitrogen to create a smooth creamy stout-like effect which can attract beer
drinkers (Krasny, 2017). On the flip side, many breweries are partnering with coffee
roast houses to make coffee beers, which incorporate local ingredients and bring
communities together (Fry, 2016). Focusing in the craft segment with high quality
home made products along with partnering with the community is the larger aim of
this project and business venture.
Co-Branding
In business marketing terms, the term “co-branding,” has many different
meanings, but is mainly defined as two or more companies forming an alliance to sell
multiple products or combine products. Vertical co-branding includes NutraSweet
joining Coca-Cola; horizontal co-branding includes Nike and Apple which launched
the “Nike Plus sport shoe” (Zickermann, 2014). In the early 2000s, co-branding was
popular in the franchise food service as Carl’s Jr. and Green Burrito partnered up and
McDonald’s became available in Wal-Mart stores. McDonald’s executives found they
had limited exposure. Other companies commented on ensuring availability of
resources and working through many marketing and managerial issues (Young, Green
& Paswan, 2000). Co-branding is viewed in the marketing sector as having few
accounts of success, but if both products can increase sales, the increase is
exponential.
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Co-branding in small businesses works best when each company provides a
related service or product with the same types of customers. In the online small
business industry, this strategy works well to bring more customers by clicking on
similar links to take them to a different site where other products are available for
purchase (Ortega, 2014). The same concept applies with shared costs on a website,
both companies sharing the domain, can equally share the costs of marketing their
sites, along with having access to a larger customer base. One potential danger in cobranding is the possibility of product contagion, or customers being disgusted by the
physical contact of two products. Some consumers may believe that products can
transfer offensive properties through physical contact as they come in contact with
other products (Morales & Fitzsimons, 2007).
Fixed Costs Evaluation
Total costs associated to a business come in two forms, fixed costs, which do
not change depending on number of units sold, and variable costs, which change
depending on the amount of units are sold. Producing more units lowers the total
fixed costs; therefore, the average fixed costs fall as the quantity of output increases
(Makeham & Malcolm, 1986). Thus, spreading the costs throughout the size of the
facility and production costs will ultimately lower costs overall. For a small business,
the rent or mortgage, a fixed cost, remains the same monthly whether more units are
sold or if the hours of operation are extended.
Another industry which is always trying to determine how to charge
customers based on fixed and variable cost is the health industry, more specifically
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hospitals. In hospitals, in order to achieve economies of scope, services such as
radiology, surgery, emergency, and sometimes pharmacies allow the customer all
services in one location (Penner, 2013). By continuing to produce more units in one
facility, even though average variable costs will rise, theoretically average fixed costs
will begin to fall along with average total costs remaining the same (Makeham &
Malcolm, 1986). Many business will start with a larger facility and implement more
production and product as an example of this growth model. However, if a facility is
too small for the production run and products sold, the average total costs will begin
to rise and the business may need to create a new strategy that includes extending
business hours, buying a larger facility, or organizing operations differently.
Feasibility Analysis
A feasibility analysis is needed to determine whether a company can make
enough profit to pay off the interest and principle in a timely manner (Seidel, 2012).
For this study, evaluation of feasibility will be for the coffee house and brewpub
separately and then a combination of both to determine shared costs: Model I, Coffee
Roasting House; Model II, Brewpub; and Model III, Combined Coffee Roasting
House & Brewpub. Four points of analysis will be considered for the feasibility
aspect SWOT analysis: estimated startup costs, estimated pro forma, and sales
volume assessment.

DATA COLLECTION
This portion of the study considers the location of Modesto, CA and what
significant factors play a role in market entry. Market entry will help determine the
costs for the aforementioned models relevant to location. Other possible areas of
location will not be assessed in this study, but if Modesto, CA is not determined
feasible, then recommendations will be proposed for possible needed characteristics.
Location
Location for a microbrewery along with a coffee house is one of the most
important factors in determining business establishment. Modesto, CA was chosen
for the model because of the scarcity of breweries, convenience for the potential
owner, and the large population compared to other locations in the Central Valley of
California. One significant factor when selling craft beer is that it is perishable and
generally deteriorates over a few weeks due to light, air, bacteria and the lack of
pasteurization (Papazian, 2010). Due to this restraint, location for ingredients is
important and distribution can be difficult.
Ingredients
For beer, the main ingredients are water, malt, hops and yeast. Hops and malt,
depending on the demand and growth of the microbrewery industry, can fluctuate in
price and become expensive creating a premium category for some craft beers
(Satran, 2014). Other ingredients are not as costly and will not be considered in this
study due to more availability and lower costs.
15
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For hops, the last decade of craft breweries in the Sacramento area (See Figure
5) has led to many new hops farms around the area, allowing craft breweries to
receive the freshest hops available (Willers, 2013). It has also created hop prices to
rise and shortages amongst craft breweries. In 2005, a pound of hops sold for around
$3.00 per pound, and now prices are well over $10.00 a pound. Considering a pound
can make about 30 gallons of beer for most beers, the price can be costly (Robertson,
2015). Most macro producers do not affect the hop market because they are locked
into large hops contracts and usually use hops pellets or other forms that are not as
perishable as fresh hops.

Hop Region

Proposed Location

Figure 5: Craft breweries currently located in California. Brewery Members (n.d.)
California Craft Brewers Association. Retrieved from
http://web.californiacraftbeer.com/BreweryMembers/search

Most hop brokers have placed contracts on some varietals several years out,
especially for larger craft breweries like Stone Brewery in Escondido, CA (“Hops
Growers,” 2015). This makes sourcing hops difficult for entrants due to the high
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prices for fresh hops and the higher quality hops scarce availability. In 2012, a new
varietal called Mosaic, with an overwhelmingly beer smell, came on the market and is
already tied up into contracts through 2020 (Robertson, 2015). Many hop growers are
crossbreeding these varietals to appeal to the more premium brews, causing hop
prices in general to increase.
As for malt, it has to be created by germinating a mixture of dried grains by
soaking them in water and drying them to develop enzyme growth (Palmer, 2006).
The cost of purchasing malt is high due to the need for it to be pre-processed and
packaged before shipped to the brewery. One of the largest craft brewery raw material
suppliers is BSG, who built a large warehouse in San Leandro, CA in 2016 and is
servicing the needs of craft breweries in northern California (“Welcome to BSG,”
n.d.). Recent studies have determined 100% barley and an addition of specific
enzymes gives a satisfactory quality to the flavor of a beer (Zhuang, Shetty, Hansen,
Fromberg, Hansen, and Hobley, 2016).
For green coffee beans, local sourcing is not as common in the Central Valley
as hops and malt, but the Bay Area of California provides many suppliers because of
the shipping seaport. The two important factors when sourcing green coffee beans is
quality and logistics. In the last few years, bean supplier companies have looked at
the micro-roasting business and have changed the package size order to be more
flexible (Kaiser, 2016). Many coffee houses are popping up in the San Francisco Bay
area, creating a good opportunity for shipment to Modesto, CA. Another advantage
for the success of business involving beer and coffee in Northern California is that the
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region offers the best natural conditions for storing green coffee beans due to low
humidity and cooler temperatures (Lee, 1999).
Proximity of Location
Many factors affect the size of a brewpub and coffee house, especially a new
business which is considering future growth. In order to not lose sight of the problem
statement, the following list contains the top ten factors to consider when determining
location, starting with the most important. For the below list of factors, the top six on
the list (combining 3, 4, 5 and 6) will be considered the items most relevant to the
question of feasibility. Cost will be analyzed in the Data Analysis chapter.
Location Factors
1. Cost
2. Heavily populated area
3. Space for equipment
4. Space for raw material receiving
5. Storage for raw materials
6. Refrigeration/Keg room
7. Parking/safety
8. Maximum capacity for 150 customers (mainly for events)
9. Room for expansion
10. Office space/room
Three common factors for restaurant site location include, convenience for the
owner, emotional connection, and cheap rent (Raeon, 2013). When determining a
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location for the brewery/coffee house, this project is limited to Modesto, CA for
convenience purposes, but shifts focus away from any emotional impetus for a
location decision. Determining location is important for the sake of shared costs due
to the complexity of space allowed for both a brewpub and coffee house. Both require
restraints of space due to equipment, storage, raw ingredient receiving, and finished
goods storage. Additionally there must be an area where customers order and enjoy
these craft products. It is important to consider research concerning capacity needed
for both a brewpub and coffee house separately, and then to combine these with a
goal of serving customers in a restaurant-sized area.
Demographics
Mapping out locations within an hour of Modesto, CA, the project considered
the largest cities in the area. Table 1 shows the most heavily populated areas around
the potential owner’s home location, including population size in 2016, median
household income from years 2011 to 2015 and the amount of time to travel to these
areas from Modesto, CA.
Table 1
Demographics of Stockton, Modesto, Tracy, Manteca, Turlock and Ceres
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Capacity
One challenging factor for a brewpub is the amount of space needed to
process beer from the beginning ingredients to the final product. For a coffee roasting
house, space can also be a factor because space is needed for the roaster, storage, and
packaging. Once the roasting process occurs, the next steps require beans to either be
stored for 24 hours to allow CO2 to gas off or be packaged right away using costly
one-way valve coffee bags to allow CO2 to gas off and keep oxygen out (Adamson,
2003). Considering raw ingredients for both coffee and beer, equipment space,
capacity for at least 150 customers, and a cold storage area for a tap chilling system, a
large space is needed.
Competition
Craft brewing does not participate in the same type of competition as other
large beer companies like Miller, Heineken and Anheuser-Busch (Lapoint, 2013). In
2012, Lapoint interviewed several craft breweries in which they all stated it was an
industry based on collaboration and supporting others in making crucial business
decisions for startups (2013). Even in the last five years, this is still the case with
many brewers collaborating brews together and contract brewers becoming popular.
In California, there are more than 750 craft breweries as of November 2016, more
than any other state (California Craft Brewers Association, 2016). Considering the
Modesto, CA area, the closest brewery established is 20 miles south in Turlock, CA,
the Dust Bowl Brewery. The brewpub started downtown Turlock in 2011, and they
have recently expanded in 2015 to a 30,000 sq. ft. building with capacity for up to
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20,000 barrels per year (Dust Bowl Brewery, 2016). The other breweries are all 100
miles away and most are less than 200 barrels per year.
As for the coffee industry, the competition is fierce in Modesto, CA, and
collaboration and support are not as prevalent. Within city limits of Modesto, there
are an estimated seventeen coffee shops: four are Starbucks, one roasts its own beans
but is quite small, and three locations serve craft coffee with a few blends but not a
wide selection (see Figure 6). For the larger, more dominant coffee shops, price
usually does not deter customers. Rather, quality and location are the two attributes
which drive customers (Higdon, 2016). For the smaller, more independent coffee
shop owners, because they do not have multiple locations, quality and quick service
must play a large role because price is hard to compete. Other independent coffee
shops rely on comfortable environments and providing a third space for customers. A
“third space” is an accessible location where people can congregate with free Wi-Fi,
plenty of power outlets, bright lighting, and convenient drinks and snacks (Kangas,
2016).
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Figure 6. Map of locations with coffee houses in Modesto, CA. Map provided
through www.google.com

DATA ANALYSIS
SWOT Analysis
For the SWOT analysis (see Table 2), the understandings of internal strengths
and weaknesses are just as important as identifying external opportunities and threats.
In order to understand what type of market situation and what strategies are needed
for a new business, the SWOT analysis can give good direction. For this study, we
will also consider some financial strengths and weaknesses to better support our
business problem on sharing fixed costs.

23
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Table 2
SWOT Analysis

Financial Feasibility
Data collected is based on a few assumptions needed in order to maintain
comparison across all three models (see Appendix E for chart).
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Startup Cost
Table 3 shows estimated startup costs for each model. Equipment calculations
can be found in Appendix A. Assumptions for square footage, hours of operation, and
one month of startup supplies are included across each model and rounded to the
whole number with the exception of raw materials. Renovation costs for Model II &
Model III are estimated per square footage. Model II, however, will need similar
requirements for upgrade (fire upgrades, floor, and drainage), which ended up close
to Model III’s cost.
Table 3
Estimated Start-up Costs for Comparison of All Models

Monthly Operation Cost
For simplicity of monthly operation costs, the estimates were broken into
three areas: revenue, fixed costs, and variable costs.
Revenue. In order to determine revenues per month, an estimated amount of
beer and coffee were considered along with the calculated cost of goods sold
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(COGS). For the brewpub, considering a five barrel brewing system, a barrel is equal
to 31 gallons of beer produced, and a batch of beer is 155 gallons with a 5 gallon loss.
Weekly production of one batch is estimated at 19,200 ounces of beer produced per
week (see Table 4). Using the COGS calculation for a low end and premium batch of
beer (see Appendix C for table), and using the average, the cost per ounce of beer
produced is $0.06.
Table 4
Estimated size of Beer Batch Weekly

For beer, estimates are considered for different sizes of glasses sold, 8 oz. and
16 oz., along with kegs and growlers, and average sales estimates (in percentages) are
broken down based on 22 barrels per month sold (see Table 5). The total expected
sales per batch is estimated based on the amount of barrels expected to be produced
and sold. The assumption is that the brewpub would make its own beer in batch per
week, and if sales exceeded the amount of volume, the outside beers purchased on tap
would cover the excess required. This strategy ensures that the growth is managed by
the owner, and high quality beers can continue to be produced without rushing raw
ingredient shipment, paying for extra labor, etc.
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Table 5
Estimated Average Expected Sales per Month of Beer

Coffee estimates were more complex due to the advantage of high margins for
specialty coffee drinks. As discussed in the literature review, large coffee
establishments such as Starbucks gross most profit from specialty drinks which
contain margins above 60% (Popp, 2005). Estimates for cost per ounce of coffee was
calculated, and COGS were broken down for specialty drinks. Similar logic was used
for low and premium blends, taking the average cost per blend (see Table 6).
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Table 6
Estimated Cost for 1lb. Batch of Coffee Produced

Using the most appropriate calculation from pounds of beans to ounces of
liquid coffee and considering a small density factor, the average cost per ounce of
liquid was $0.05 (see Appendix D). Considering 100 8-ounce cups of coffee are sold
in Model I (8 hours of business operation) using a $2.20 average profit margin after
material costs, the total amount of estimated revenue per month is $6,600.00. In order
to develop the model more accurately, coffee bag and pastry food sales were included
in the revenue. Because food sales are calculated similarly for Models I & II and are
only slightly increased based on hours of extended operation for Model III, food sales
are considered negligible in the plan.
Fixed costs. Fixed costs were estimated based on Modesto, CA estimates for
items such as garbage, insurance, and legal and accounting services. Other costs such
as office expenses and cell phone costs were estimated. Depreciation was calculated
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using the straight line depreciation calculation, and labor costs were estimated with an
11.8% increase for taxes, wages, and benefits to satisfy California law. In order to
appropriately adjust labor across all three models, the labor cost percentage was
calculated for all three models and kept within 5% of each other in order to keep labor
costs similar. Mortgage costs were based on Modesto, CA average commercial square
footage rent prices of $0.57/sq. ft. for all three models. Monthly expenses can be seen
in Table 7 for all three models.
Variable costs. Costs included for variable expenses are electricity/gas/sewer,
water, and maintenance costs (see Table 7). These costs are used as incremental costs
when producing extra units. This study does not consider break even analysis.
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Table 7
Monthly Expenses for the Three Models

DISCUSSION
Discussion
In order to combine the coffee roasting business and beer business, product
connection helps customers relate the two, and new customers may form. As
researched in the literature review, the two industries are beginning to associate with
each other on the craft front, creating new products and developing new processes.
Combining ingredients along with the ability to store them in similar environments
helps to cut down on space and capacity. Among the largest benefits to co-industry is
the ability to create both products separately using unique equipment for startup and
shutdown times while maximizing utilization of the equipment and labor.
The brewpub is a good platform to begin brewing and earn a reputation for
beer, but the restaurant portion is said to bring customers in and cover monthly costs
(Peter, 2003). By opening a brewpub rather than a microbrewery, savings up to 71%
per 12 ounces of beer costs to not package, ship, and rely on a distribution and retailer
platform is the most cost effective in the craft beer industry. This decision adds to
incremental costs of selling one more unit while driving the fixed costs low.
The collaboration of the craft beer movement helps determine location of the
brewpub so it is possible to source ingredients at low costs and minimize
transportation costs. Coffee shop location is more specific to the location of the
building and the possibility of high customer traffic. These factors play an important
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role in the fixed costs, but other factors may affect different business models looking
to combine as a single establishment.
Co-branding is one way to help market both products discussed in the model.
Coffee houses are currently starting to partner with microbreweries to create
innovative beers and even beer-flavored coffee. As mentioned in the literature review,
the concept can tap into new customer channels such as coffee drinkers sampling beer
products or vice versa. The risk may be the idea around contagion of beer and coffee,
but the amount of new customers and word of mouth marketing creates more
opportunity around this risk.
Determination of fixed costs was challenging due to unconsolidated cost
information juxtaposed to variable costs which are able to be estimated. From the
SWOT analysis, operating utilization can be increased due to the products being
produced on separate machines: roaster equipment and brewing equipment.
Following this concept, the labor can be split between these operations to cover both
considering startup processes and cleaning processes which occur at different times,
thereby saving on overall labor costs. Shared labor and unique equipment can
contribute to operating business hours for a longer period of time throughout the day
and can help offset the internal high startup costs needed in order to begin production.
Considering minimized external threats, this study suggests that brewpubs and
roasting houses select coffee shop location for convenience and brewpub exposure for
younger generations and community involvement.
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Discussion on Key Questions
Is Modesto, California a Good Location for a Brewpub/Coffee House?
Looking at the overall beer and coffee market’s in Modesto, CA shows that
while coffee roasting houses do exist, there are not many breweries in the local area.
Modesto’s population is the second highest to Stockton, CA in the area, although
Modesto’s household income is slightly higher. The benefit of the location is that
there are not many large craft breweries in the area along with its short distance to the
owner’s house.
How Large Should the Brewpub and Coffee House Be in Order to Be
Successful?
By researching nearby coffee houses and the only brewpub in town, it is
estimated that an establishment 10,500 sq. ft. will be an appropriate size for a 150
customer capacity and the equipment needed. Because the amount of space estimated
is conservative, the possibility for expansion is an option considering most craft
breweries begin expanding in their first year of production. Nearly half of breweries
established in 2015 increased their capacity (Satran, 2014).
How Much Capital is needed to start a Successful Brewpub and Coffee House?
According to the estimated start-up costs calculated in Figure 7, the price
would be around $200,000.00 for a 10,500 sq. ft. combined coffee roasting house and
brewpub. The assumptions are heavily determined by the cost of equipment (see
Appendix A) which are calculated separately due to the specificity of this study. For
other possible business models, some equipment may be downsized or substituted out
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along with the potential to buy used equipment. In any case, the costs are estimates
and account for some extra costs such as shipping and installation, but this may vary
depending on the situation.
How Can a Small Business Strategize When Combining Two Separate Products
and Selling Them Both with the Same Focus?
This study suggests that co-branding in a small business is beneficial to
products that may be combined and share a recent increase in popularity. With high
quality products and innovation, new customers tend to create positive marketing
trends by word of mouth due to the loyal nature of the business. Marketing focus on
selling the products individually without the possibility of consumers having
contagion, was determined to not be an issue due to the collaborative nature of the
two products in recent years.

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS AND MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Theoretical Implications
In the craft brewing industry, the industry follows a pattern of large amounts
of growth followed by a significant amount of decline. Many factors contribute to the
reasons behind the decline, but the coffee industry has not followed this cyclical
pattern. Specialty coffee shops, along with independent coffee shops, predictably rely
on consumer’s disposable income, although the industries continual and gradual
growth proves otherwise. With the flexibility of having both business models in one
establishment, the ability to rely on one industry is possible and will, more than
likely, occur at some point in the lifetime of the business. This potential for oneindustry dependence also allows for small business longevity, a real concern
considering the amount of failures occurring in the first few years. Another variable
factor which plays a major role on costs is the physical building itself. Building costs,
for this particular combination of business models, requires convenience for the
coffee house and extra space for the brewpub. These implications provide variability
to the business, because the costs may significantly increase as the business needs
larger, conveniently-placed.
In order to determine if the brewpub/coffee roasting house model would be
applicable to other establishments with shared fixed costs, further investigation is
needed. Investigation around the dynamics and causal relationships of the two models
combined is needed in order to determine if one product will cannibalize or flourish.
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Costs related to the startup in this study are estimated, but do not contain industryspecific build out costs. With the complexity of having multiple large equipment
pieces and processes for different products, the need for product isolation could add
extra costs. In this model, extra license restrictions for the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax
and Trade Bureau at the state and county levels are estimated. These license costs and
other storage requirements may not be applicable to other business model
combinations.
Managerial Implications
For the practicality of the study, Modesto, CA proved to be a potentially
successful location on which to move forward. Startup costs are estimated to be
around $200,000 if leasing an establishment, but could change depending on any
figures not being consistent with the study. In order to ensure special needs,
entrepreneurs must find the recommended 10,500 sq. ft. establishment consider a
location that has room for expansion. Labor recommendations are to recognize the
unique startup and shutdown processes of each industry and to maximize demand and
sustain smooth and clean, in place processes.

CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Conclusions
The purpose of this study is to determine if it is feasible to open a brewpub
and roasting coffee house in the same establishment. Brewpubs and microbreweries
are expensive startup businesses, but they bring in high margins with carefully
thought out strategies. Longer business hours for selling products throughout the
mornings and nights proved to bring in more sales to offset variable costs. Location
for brewpubs and roasting coffee houses are particularly important to success, similar
to small coffee shops with high product costs. In both industries, customers demand
high quality and a convenient location. Lowering costs such as equipment or fewer
variety of products is a better way to reduce costs rather than to sacrifice location.
Combining a brewpub and roasting coffee house proves to be feasible
financially due to the small amount of incremental costs per units sold offsetting high
startup costs and equipment expenses. In order to utilize the space, with separate
equipment to create products, time and space is fully consumed. By incorporating the
two businesses, total costs tend to be lower due to higher variable incremental costs.
This model also proves to be unique in the market, considering only a handful of
breweries have introduced coffee roasting into their establishments, and most of them
do not serve coffee on a daily business, they only sell coffee beans. This business
could find a niche market, especially if entrepreneurs are combining industries to gain
market exposure.
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Limitations
When considering limitations, one area this study did not discuss is the
difference in opening a microbrewery, nanobrewery, or brewpub. Each one requires a
different type of license which regulates a location’s ability to distribute, sell on
premise, and calculate by barrel, in order to meet Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and
Trade Bureau requirements.
Considering this model for other industries has its limitations due to the nature
of the alcohol industry and its regulations. If other industries were to be compared,
careful consideration of added costs along with incremental costs might be
significantly different, thereby changing the scope. Additionally, paired industries
may not be successful due to co-branding challenges where products may not pair
well or may cannibalize sales due to customer perceptions. Many factors come in to
play with cost when considering combining fixed costs and incremental costs. Using
one of the most highly regulated industries in the United States, the alcohol industry,
does help strengthen the implied costs for a startup business (Anderson, 2016).
Cost models in this study were considered to be linear, and costs were
estimated assuming that one batch of beer or coffee could be sold as several different
types of products. In order to remain consistent, this study attempted to only compare
beer and coffee products. Other products were included, but they were irrelevant to
the cost model. Costs were estimated based on available information.
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